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Abstract
Laplace transforms of many kinds of functions are treated by a personal computer using]ヽ′IAPLE soft、,,' re as
a typical example of integral transforms of functions_  The inverse Laplace transforms are also tried to compute,
郡′hich sho、,, the limitation of the present ]ヽIAPLE sOft、var  in computer algebra  Our point of vie、v have great
signincance in the education of mathematical sciences at colleges: There、vill appear the new、Tay of introduction
to mathematical sciences at conege level just as there exists an experimental introduction tO physics, ie
Experimental physics.  The important point of our approach is “be accustumed to mathematical formulae than
sirnply fonoMァan abstract theories of mathemtics_"














































































































Deinite integration:Can't determine if the integralis convergent_
Need to know the sign of――〉n+1
VVili now try indeinite integration and then take limits.
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